TOURIST ATTRACTIONS OF BUSHEHR PROVINCE

Area: 23167 sq. km

Population: 8320687

Climate: Generally warm, with coastal areas warm and humid, and in the internal sections warm and dry

Significant Rivers: Mand, Dalaki, Shour, Shapour, Helleh, Ahrom

Neighboring provinces: Khuzestan, Kohkilouyeh and Boyor Ahmad, Fars, Hormozgan

Provinces: Bushehr, Dashti, Dayyer, Kangan, Dashtestan, Tanguestan, Guenaveh, Deilam, Jam

Dialects: Farsi with local accent and in some parts Lori and local Arabic

Local cuisine: Ghaliyeh Mahi, Fried fish, fish with rice, Dall adas, Lalak, Ranginak

Different types of known aquatic life of the province: White Halva, Shourideh, Sangsar, Hamour, Sheermahi, cuttle fish, crab, pink shrimp

Gifts and souvenirs: Dates, Masghti (a kind of sweet), Ardeh, Halourashi, fish, shrimp, shell dolls, Khark

Handicrafts: Gabbeh (a kind of carpet), carpets, Jajim (a kind of mat), bamboo mat, pottery, Guiveh (some hand-made shoes). Mashk (leather container)

Transportation: Air, sea, Land
TOURIST ATTRACTIONS OPEN TO VISIT IN BUSHEHR PROVINCE

The old fabric of Bushehr (Old quarters of the city of Bushehr - Dehdashti- Behbahani Sheikh (Sadoun, Coutee)- Shanbedi)

The old building of Saadat high school

The Armenian Gregouri church located in Shanbadi lane

Haj Raees Building (Located in Dehdashti district, Bushehr)

Anthropological museum of Bushehr (Taheri Building)

Dehdashti Building

Kazerouni Building

Amirieh Building (Qajar Municipality- Pahlavi Governor’s office- former municipality-Present City Council)

Tabib Building (located in Shanbedi lane, Couti district)

The old Bazaar of Bushehr

Golshan building

Sheikh Sadoun Mosque

Jomeh Mosque

Sheikh Hossein Chah Koutahi’s Tomb and Ostad Manuchehr Atashi’s Mausoleum (located in Emam Zadeh Lane, Abdolmahimni)

Ghavam’s reservoir (present Ghavam restaurant)

Shaghab Park

Persian Gulf Park

Daneshjou Park

The beach

Lyan Park
Jah koutah Forest Park

Harbor’s beach

Martyr Ali Delvari’s statue

General’s grave

The British cemetery

Atomic power plant

Some pilgrimages of BUSHEHR province (Emam Zadeh Abdulmahiman, Amir al momenin’s footstep, Emam Zadeh Mohammad Bagher, Mir mohammad Hanafieh, Khark, Abbas Ali’s footstep)
SOME TOURIST ATTRACTIONS OF DASHTESTAN PROVINCE

Gour-e-Dokhtar, Tang-e-Eram, Dasht-e-Bazeer

Ardesheer’s koushk- Tang-e-Eram, Dasht-e-Bazeer

Achaemenid Palace of Bardak-e-Siyah, 12 km south of Borazjan-Doroudgah village

Achaemend Palace of Charkhab-e-Borazjan

Krvansarai Moshir

Tal-e-Khandagh- North of Borazjan

Chehel Khaneh Cave-North of Sad Abad

Hot water spa of Dalki (Dalki, 18km to Borazjan)

Shah Zadeh Ebrahim- Nanizak village

Ub Pakhsh, Palm grove

Fariyab River’s falls

Zirah falls

Shoul falls (Salt- river bitter water)

On the road parks

Ub Pakhsh, Persian Gulf Park

Ub Pakhsh, Khazra Park

Shabankarreh Park

Borazjan Park, Shahid Ganji sq.
SOME TOURIST ATTRACTIONS OF DASHTI PROVINCE

Mohammad Khan Dashti’s Castle

Kalat-e-Mand

Darab Khan’s Castle

Dokhtar Castle

Emam Zadeh Shah Zadeh Mohammad

Shirineh Building

Emam Zaman Mosque- Ahsham-e-Ghaedha village

Bangueh- recreational, tourist resort
SOME TOURIST ATTRACTIONS OF TANGESTAN PROVINCE

Shahid Raees Ali Delvari’s Museum- Delvar
Zaer Khezr Khan’s Castle(Kalat Castle)-Ahrom
Mir Ahmad hot water spa- Mir Ahmad
Green recreational district of Khaeez- Khaeez
Seaside beaches- Coastline
Emam Zadeh Mohammad-ebn-e-Ahmad_ ebn-e-Mousa Mir Ahmad
Emamzadeh Ebrahim- Ahrom
Emamzadeh Jaffar- Ahrom
Emam-Zadeh Zein Al Din Ali-Golengoun
Hot water spa-Ahrom
Hot water spa- Foujarak
Tal-e-Bordi- Delvar
SOME TOURIST ATTRACTIONS OF KANGAN PROVINCE

Seiraf Port (Present Taheri)
Sheikh-e-Nasouri Castle
Seiraf gravetombs
Seyyed Gharib Mausoleum
Beach
Naiband Natural Park
Seiraf Grand Mosque
Seibouyeh tomb
Seiraf historical museum located in the White House

SOME TOURIST ATTRACTIONS OF DAYYER PROVINCE

Bardastan Mosque (One of the oldest mosques in the province)
Bardastan Castle
Emam Zadeh Seyyed Jamal al din
Shah Zadeh Abolghassem
Mand river shore
Shah Zadeh Mohammad
Bardakhoun and Dayyer’s beach
Guenoy hot water spa
SOME TOURIST ATTRACTIONS OF GUENAVEH PROVINCE

Toudio Cave near Ghaed Heydar village
Bimarreh pilgrimage (Guenaveh. Emam Zadeh neighborhood)
Emam Zadeh Soleiman-ben-Ali, Guenaveh
Guenaveh Shopping Center
Coastal Recreational Park
Mal Ghaed Rock shelter
Khan Tower, Rig port
Khan Hosseinieh, Rig port
Southern Island (Mirmohanna) near Rig port

SOME TOURIST ATTRACTIONS OF JAM PROVINCE

Jam Public bath (Mohammad Ali Khan-e- Jami)
Heidari Castle
Emam Zadeh Agha Seyyed Habib...
Shah Nesheen Mosque
Emam Zadeh Bibi Banou
Goloubardekan reez Forest
Bederi Mountain
SOME TOURIST ATTRACTIONS OF DEILAM PROVINCE

Historical city of seeneez (Sheeneez)

Historical city of Mahrouyan

Hessar Castle

Seyyed Mohammad Jebel Ameri in Deilam

Emam Zadeh Hassan in Emam Zadeh Hassan village

Jemad Port

Deilam Coastal Recreational Park

Deilam port shopping center

Khark-Coral reef Island

The rocky, coral reef island of Khark is situated 54km to the north-west of Bushehr, and has a total area of 35 km² located in the coastal waters of Bushehr province. It is one of the few islands in the Persian Gulf with fresh water. Among the most notable wild life of this island are: Deer, Indian blackbirds, Flamingoes, Geese, and different kinds of Partridge.

Naiband National Marine Park

This park is one of the most remarkable marine ecosystems of the Persian Gulf, with coral reef islands, aquatic reed, numerous estuaries, mangrove forests, beautiful sand beaches, rocky beaches and old banyan trees, and is the most suitable location to implement ecotourism. There are rare species of birds and animals such as Jabeer and Jirofti in this region.
Mand preserved ecosystem

This park is one of the most important habitats of deer in Bushehr. These islands are suitable habitats for winter-time stay of the aquatic migratory birds and their egg-laying, and also for the turtles.

Gabbeh

Gabbeh is one of the most remarkable handicrafts and home-made crafts in Bushehr province, which is quite common in most places in the villages and some parts of the cities, and is considered the first or second job of many families.

Kilims

After Gabbeh, kilims are the most notable handicrafts of Bushehr province which are mainly woven by girls and women living in villages particularly in Dashti, Kangan and Dashtestan provinces.

Carpets and Rugs

Carpets and rugs are also woven in different parts of the province by the local villagers and the tribes inhabiting the formerly mentioned regions, with broken, geometrical designs similar to the carpets woven in Fars tribes. Also, in the city districts, this craft is more or less carried out by the girls and women using the same style as common carpets from other parts of the country.

Mat-weaving

Due to the abundance of leaves and palm fibers and wild plants in swamps and salt marshes, all kinds of woven mats have been common since the old times, namely hats, baskets, bread bags, taks, bamboo mats and recently capu and decorative items.

Gregour-weaving

Gregour is one of the devices used to catch fish, woven with galvanized strings. It has many applications along the provincial coastlines and is exported to the neighboring provinces as well.
Pottery

Because of the importance of water in the hot, dry region of Bushehr, providing containers such as jugs and pitchers, habbaneh, hookah jug, hookah head, bowls, plates, etc., using clay, has been prevalent in the cities of the province since the old times.

Shell-craft

The abundance of shells and marine ear-rings in the long coastline of the province makes the production of charming, beautiful shell and aquatic items possible. This calls for support and investment in the field and the training of the artisans to teach them new ways and designs favored by the market, and to establish well-equipped workshops.

Woodcraft and MOARRAGH

Making all types of ship and LANGE models and pictures made with bits of wood is prevalent in different parts of the region, and due to the importance of the field, training workshops have been opened for interested young people.